Society
Decentralized

LUNAONE is the only virtual place that allows earning,
studying, and gaming in a seamless Web 3.0 environment.
LunaOne is a new generation platform that will be a
foundation for the virtual society with all aspects of social
life. It will use an open word concept that allows within one
space to gain full benefits from games, education, work, and
all other activities that will be available in the metaverse.
The main mission of the LunaOne project is to create not

just a gaming universe, but to lay the foundation for a global
meta infrastructure with the ability to earn, study, play, and
attend events without the need to leave home.
LunaOne will give an opportunity to connect the virtual
activity with tasks from the real world, while receiving virtual
benefits that will have both value in the real world.

Metaverse
has endless possibilities

LunaOne project is an emerging
technological area that within a decade
can influence all aspects of human life.

In 2021 metaverse projects generated 10B USD
in investments - doubled in 1 year

Tim Sweeney,
CEO, Epic Games

Decentraland, a virtual world platform has raised
25M USD in 3 rounds, with 6.8B USD capitalization

800B USD

Metaverse will become an accelerator for gaming
industry, almost doubling its revenue to $413B USD

in 2024
CAGR 40%

Revenue from live entertainment businesses that
can become part of the Metaverse may exceed
200B USD in 2024

Metaverse
market size
will grow

“

Metaverse has the
potential to become
a multi trillion-dollar
part of the world
economy,

Education platforms

Metaverse
reality
Game developers
Market leaders from various industries
either build their own versions
of metaverses or actively participate
in them.
At the same time, those metaverses
are segmented, which potentially can be
a bottleneck for creating a full-fledged
virtual reality.

Meta
verse

Business

Vendors
Educational
and business platforms,
game developers

LUNAONE
reality
LUNAONE is the first platform that
combines various types of meta activities
in a single virtual world with a connection
to real-world activities.

DAO
to decide how platform
will evolve

Gaming

Education

open world

It will use an open word concept that
allows within one space to gather external
global vendors and gain full benefits from
games, education, work, and all other
activities that will be available in the
metaverse.

Business
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Core elements
on LunaOne
DAO - decentralized
decision making

Internal streaming platform
that rewards viewing
Internal platform for virtual
events

Integrating education, business,
and gaming in one place

Internal decentralized file
storage for all metadata
Familiar brand names
and vendors

Compatibility
with AR/VR
headsets for deep
immersion

Cross-world interaction - meta
to real services, finance, knowledge

One inventory across the metaverse
Individualization of objects through NFT
Ranked system with rewards

Internal Education
Platform Connected
with 3rd Party
Vendors
Decentralized
File Storage

Streaming
Platform

$

$

Avatar
AR/VR

DAO

Internal Work Platform
Connected with 3rd
Party Vendors

External Virtual
Concerts,
Conferences, etc.

Internal
Messenger

WEB 3.0 as a foundation
for LunaOne products

Personal avatar
is a foundation
of the LunaOne
Avatar is a primary tool to create a symbiosis between virtual
and real. At the start, a person creates an avatar, which
uniqueness is confirmed by the NFT.
Avatar is based on the Web 3.0 concept though which users
get anonymous and secure access to the metaverse. Each
avatar is a part of DAO, which means that any citizen can
influence what happens in LunaOne.

Business

Avatar
development path
Gaming

Education

Avatar
Metaverse engine will ensure access to an unlimited
3D open world, where avatars can travel seamlessly
from one part to another.
Regardless of which path the avatar chooses, it can
access any activities in the metaverse.
The only difference is that the avatar will get more
rewards for fulfilling quests and tasks on its main path.

Avatars can
solve real-world
tasks to receive
extra rewards

Limitless

Simplified

Each quest
and task is
gamified with
basic rewards

LUNAONE Features

NFTs and ownership
in LunaOne
All items in the metaverse that can be stored in the
avatar’s inventory has 3 rarity types:
Common

Rare Legendary

Legendary items are the rarest in the metaverse, and each of them is
an NFT. These items are obtainable only by developing the avatar in
the metaverse by finishing tasks and quests.
LunaOne will have different territories, and avatars will have an
opportunity to buy real estate. Property and its value will be based on
its location, size, interior, etc. All real estate will be an NFT, which can
be sold or transferred to other avatars.

Ranks
and leaderboard

1% Leaderboard

Top Exp

A ranking system will be one of the
incentives for users to develop their
avatars in the metaverse. It will have
sub-boards and the main leaderboard
that will consist of the top 1% avatars
in LunaOne.

Top
Quests

Top
Limitless

Top
Stake

Top
Simpilfied

Benefits
Higher staking APY

DAO multiplier

Experience and stats bonus

Governance
LunaOne is based on Web 3.0 principal with decentralized
governance, where each avatar who holds tokens can influence
the development of the metaverse. The ecosystem will have the
following voting options:

Initiated by Foundation
DAO
Proposals
Initiated by Community

This process will be the first case where the users fully influence
the development of the metaverse.

Real estate in LUNAONE
LUNAONE will be split into various districts, and avatars will have
an opportunity to buy real estate and invite friends over. All
property will be a unique NFT and will have different classes and
types with the possibility to customize it.

Factors that
influence the
value of the real
estate in
LunaOne

Properties will allow an avatar to:
Get access to new quests
Change its looks
Invite friends
Take part in events with prizes

Object
size

District

Possibilities
inside

Customization
variation

AR/VR set for the deep-dive
into the metaverse

According to most technology experts, the formation and
development of the metaverse as an industry is impossible
without AR/VR technologies. The LunaOne team is confident
that full interaction with the metaverse without a device to
immerse yourself in virtual reality will not allow getting the full
range of emotions.

LunaOne plans to partner with leading AR/VR equipment
manufacturers and release the project’s branded kit Luna.VR, which will allow users to immerse themselves into
avatars and the virtual space environment.
The kit will allow to see and hear everything that happens in
LunaOne, as well as smell and touch it.

Mainstream access

Decentralized
file storage
Each user’s data forms the core value of the metaverse.
That’s why the LunaOne team first focused on developing
decentralized and secure storage. DFS - allows all users
of the metaverse to connect and store data by
distributing and segmenting it among all members of
LunaOne, thereby ensuring complete security. Through
the LunaOne launcher, users will be able to synchronize
their data to decentralized storage. Also, through the
launcher, all users will be able to become a storage node
and provide hard disk space for a reward.

Data

Avatar

Disk Space

Data
XLN Token

XLN Token

Disk Space

DFS

Decentralized in-verse
communication

Communication is the most basic function of any
multiplayer environment that ensures the connection
between users. With privacy in mind, the LunaOne team
will launch a decentralized messenger inside the
metaverse.
The communication between users will be stored
in the DFS, which will guarantee the security
of personal data.

The communication will be available both in the metaverse
and in the separate messenger application. Thus, when
an avatar is offline, it still can receive messages from
in-game friends.
Any user will have an option to create groups and channels,
which can have entrance or subscription fees.

Streaming
platform

LunaOne will launch its internal streaming service that
aims to increase the engagement of the community
in metaverse everyday life.
To stimulate users to stream their gameplay and watch
others, LunaOne has developed a motivation system.

LunaOne
streaming

Streamer

Viewers

Extra experience
for avatar

Experience bonus
from streamer

Rewards
for follower base

LunaOne Events

The Metaverse is an infrastructure platform for various types of
meetings and events. Their format can be completely different from a business meeting to a conference with thousands of
visitors.
LunaOne will have separate locations for different types of
events without the need to connect with 3rd party providers. XLN
token will be used to purchase tickets or any additional benefits.

LunaOne aims to support cybersports and will
become a platform for virtual events, competitions,
and will also hold tournaments with prizes.
By creating this meta element LunaOne team aims
to attract not only users interested in metaverse,
but also various businesses, NFT artists, and others
to gain benefits from virtual events.

LunaOne
development

Approach
to the development
of the LunaOne
The strategy of the LunaOne team is based on the segmentation of
areas of responsibility to form an effective approach to project
implementation. One of the project's main priorities will be to form
partnerships with the best game studios around the world.
The main idea while implementing a game engine of LunaOne is to
attract the best teams in their fields to participate in the project.
That will allow to have an initial launch and then gradually expand
the boundaries of the universe by adding new virtual spaces to it,
with its own logic and mechanics.

LunaOne team

Design of the
ecosystem’s
architecture

Development
of LUNAONE’s
visual part

Protection
of security and
privacy

Maintaining the
consistency to form
a seamless virtual
world

Development and
maintenance of all
sub-products

Strategic and
design planning

External game
studios

implementation
of a virtual world
according to the
plans and visual
components
created by
LUNAONE team

LunaOne and closest
competitors
Сompetitors

Сompetitors

Decentralized decision making

Native NFT launchpad

Tailor-made blockchain

Unlimited seamless world

Real benefits from avatar progress

Native distributed FileCloud

Unlimited NFT value

Single launcher for all products

LUNAONE Economy

Blockchain as an
infrastructure
of LunaOne
The initial launch of the XLN token will be done on the Binance Smart Chain,
as it has sufficient technology base for coin distribution and low transaction
fees.
Before launching the metaverse, LunaOne team will launch its own
decentralized blockchain, as the project will need to have full control over
transaction fees, block size, transaction speed, and other technological
aspects required to support the entire metaverse.
XLN token on Binance Smart Chain will be exchanged 1:1 to a native XLN coin
during the first year after the launch of LunaOne.

LunaOne
economics
The financial foundation of the metaverse will be a
decentralized blockchain with its utility token LunaOne (ticker:
XLN). XLN will be the main currency of the ecosystem for
which avatars can purchase everything, including NFT objects,
which will be granted for the rarest items.

Commissions for
transactions in the
system will be fixed
at $0.025

Commission from each transaction

$0,025

Foundations cut

$0,005

Game developers cut (70%)

$0,014

Commissions will be
split among all main
elements of the
LunaOne verse.

Nodes cut (20%)

$0,004

Prize pool (10%)

$0,002

Foundations cut - support and
development fund of the metaverse
Game developers cut - the fund for
game studios for support and
development of the project
Nodes cut - the reward for users’
nodes that ensure the
decentralization of the platform
Prize pool - the prize fund for events
in the metaverse

Platform possibilities
before launch of LunaOne
The process of creating metaverse will take time, so to engage the community in the project’s life,
LunaOne team will gradually launch subproducts that will be available to use during the first year.
After XLN token distribution, holders will have the possibility to stake tokens,
and until the metaverse is launched - the staking will have higher APY.
The team will release the LunaOne launcher with full access to decentralized
file storage, communication, and video streaming platforms.
The first version of LunaOne Events will be launched as a part of LunaOne
Launcher. When metaverse is launched, the Events platform will become a
part of the metaverse.

LunaOne team will hold a lottery and distribute rare NFTs
between all holders, which can be later used in the
metaverse.
The Foundation will support game studios that will use
XLN token in their PTE games. The list of these games
will be chosen by the holders using a decentralized
voting mechanism.

Roadmap
2020

2021

•

Q4

Development
Started

•

Decentralized
File Cloud
Development
Finished

2022
Q1

Q2

•
•

Pre-distribution starts
Technical paper

•
•

Pre-distribution ends

•

Distribution Starts

Detailed Gameplay
videos

2023
Q3

•
•
•

Coin Distribution Ends
LunaOne Decentralized
Metaverse goes live
Exchange Listings

Q4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Haptic/FlFlow Suits

Q1

•

Own and Fly Ships

Q2

•
•
•

Planet Nova Goes Live

Live Concerts
Real Estate Purchases
Launch on Xbox X
Launch on PS5
Launch on Desktop
NFT marketplace
AR functionality

Buy/Sell Land
Building System

